Declaration of Dissolutiuon
If in the course of Canada’s history the government elected at the pleasure, bidding and democratic will of the
citizens, ceases to act on behalf of the majority of it’s citizens; if the duly elected prime-ministers and their cabinets
no longer attend efficiently to the basic needs of all its people; if the system of government adapted from that of it’s
birthing nation no longer effects a democracy as originally intended, it is time to abandon that form of government.
The Prime Ministers and appointed cabinets in recent decades no longer make decisions in the best interest of all the
Canadians in the scope of world events to wit for example: NAFTA and in effect discontinued support for Kyoto.
If during the development of Canada’s government it becomes clear that that system has devolved into an
unworkable, inefficient, costly and ineffective system it is time to replace that system, to with for example: the GST
exists to this day while the debt clock climbs
If during the development of Canada any one elite group seizes power on behalf of any one faction of vested
interest, it is time to effect a change to destroy that faction’s power to wit for example: consumer capitalists, the
Canadian Council of Chief Executives, international organizations like the Trilateral Commission, the World
Economic Forum, and the Bilderberg Group and their advertizing arm continue to promote a deadly way of life for
all Canadians based selfishly on gross profits; the tax act remains so incredibly complex allowing tax loopholes for
wealthy individuals and corporations costing Canada billions; provincial and federal tax breaks for capitalist
corporations based on proven ineffective Reganomic “trickle down” theory.
If in the period of Canada’s development any one group takes control of the free press it is time to terminate control
by said group so that access to the media is available to all citizens to wit for example: Consolidation of media to the
exclusion of the voice of all- CanWest Global Media in effect controls the media of Canada.
If during the development of Canada’s government is influenced by any foreign government to the point that
domestic political decisions are no longer beneficial, right and good for all Canadians and the greater global
citizenry it is time to banish that influence outside our borders where it belongs to wit for example: agreement to an
expanded Northern Defence Agreement including “Starwars”.
If during Canada’s development Canadians lose control of ownership of any lands and property within her borders,
it is time to regain all those properties for the ownership of Canadian citizens alone to wit for example: Hong Kong,
European and Middle Eastern citizens own huge amounts of property in Canada making ownership impossible for
Canadians themselves.
If during Canada’s development she loses control of her resources for the benefit of Canadians it is time to restrict
foreign use and ownership of those resources for the benefit of Canadians - to wit for example: The Alberta Tar
Sands project, influenced heavily by the USA, is an environmental nightmare that must be terminated.
If the system of Government in Canada seizes to act on behalf of the best interest of all Canadians their future and
what is good for their greater planet that system must be replaced to wit for example: Capitalist privatization of
schools, hospitals and medical treatment leading towards a two tier system; Gross lack of post secondary funding for
institutions and students; Negligent lack of directives in moving towards environmental sustainability; Permission of
the Alberta Tar Sands project - largest environmental disaster Canada has ever suffered.
It is time to abandon our form of government.
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